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Abstract—Contractor selection in Saudi Arabia is very important due to the large construction boom and the contractor role to get over construction risks. The need for investigating contractor selection is due to the following reasons: large number of defaulted or failed projects (18%), large number of disputes attributed to contractor during the project execution stage (almost twofold), the extension of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) into construction industry, and finally the few number of researches. The selection strategy is not perfect and considered as the reason behind irresponsible contractors. As a response, this research was conducted to review the contractor selection strategies as an integral part of a long advanced research to develop a good selection model. Many techniques can be used to form a selection strategy; multi criteria for optimizing decision, prequalification to discover contractor’s responsibility, bidding process for competition, third party guarantee for Civil Engineering was held at Jeddah in 2012. Hanfi A. A. said there was no exact statistics about defaulted projects [5], however, Brahmin S. Y. referred to a governmental study carried out for a sample of projects within the province area of Makah [6]. The study showed that projects defaulted in 13% with 44 Billion Riyals and failed in 5% with 600 million Riyals. Symposium participants demonstrated that contractors become not responsible due to insufficient financial or technical capabilities, insufficient experience, taking a size of job graters than capabilities, and unqualified labors. Irresponsible contractors appear in the project scene because: (1) entering into the industry was easy, only 2177 contractors were classified among 280,000 contractors who had an official registrations to practice contracting in general [5], (2) there is an absence of a real owner evaluation at the government departments [7], and (3) the current selection strategy based on lowest price criterion doesn't support the appearance of qualified contractors. The large number of defaults in construction projects is a main reason call for this study. Some examples of project defaults in Saudi Arabia are: building failures [10]-[11], contractor’s bankruptcy, and schedule delays [12]. Contracting strategy in Saudi Arabia, which awards projects to the lowest bidder, might be attributed for a lot of defaults [13]. Alsobie and et al. showed that contractors were defaulted in 23 out of few hundred projects during a 5-year period of a study conducted in the general directorate of military works in Saudi Arabia [4]. It demonstrates that these defaults might be avoided if the owners had taken a position to discriminate between contractors to avoid those ones who were likely to default. Accordingly, the participants of the referred Jeddah symposium (2012) recommended the revising of contractor selection criteria and strategies in Saudi Arabia according to the international standards. Another reason is the large number of disputes and claims in construction projects [2], [12], [14]. Several governmental organizations in Saudi Arabia do not have sufficient
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management systems to deal with claims. Bubshait and AlGobali revealed that only two out of nineteen large companies in Saudi Arabia considered the past contractor performance and disputes in their prequalification practices [15]. Sirajaddin and Bajaber investigated carefully 49 cases of construction claims resolved by "Diwan Al Madhalim", a special Saudi government court of litigation [2]. Table (I) shows the claim classification according to the project's stakeholder (owner/contractor), the project stage, and the case subject. With respect to project's stakeholder, 2% of the disputes happened for reasons outside the contract, 39% under the contractor responsibility, and 59% under the owner responsibility. With respect to project stage; 6% of the cases in the design stage, 26% in the bidding stage, and 66% in the execution stage. The table shows that 32% happened in the design and bidding stages with a 75% under the owner responsibility, 66% happened in the project execution with a responsibility distributed almost equally between contractors and owners i.e. 31% and 35% respectively. The contractor large contribution for defaults brings a question about contractor selection credibility and how could we improve the selection process to avoid such disputes.

Another reason is the extension of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) into construction industry in which contractors would be able to bid in different parts of the world. One of the reasons that make Bubshait and Al-Gobali studied 19 large companies and surveyed 202 companies, as shown in [15], is to make foreign contractors acquainted with Saudi prequalification requirements. Also, our investigation confirmed that foreign contractor participation is looming in Saudi horizon. This challenge calls for a real movement towards revising the contractor selection. Also, few numbers of researches as well as the considerable critiques they receive another reason call for the study.

As a response to the call of revising the contractor selection strategies in Saudi Arabia, this research is conducted. The research represents an integral part of an undergoing PhD dissertation, at Civil Engineering Department in King Abdulaziz University, about developing a contractor selection model. The main objective of this research is to review the current contractor selection strategies in the Kingdom. This will be done through exploring the most relevant research sources and conducting a series of unstructured interviews with domain experts [8], [9]. The literature sources include books, repeatable journals, conference reports, newspapers, encyclopedias, and some related internet sites. The review was necessary to narrow down the wide literature to highlight and understand the most relevant work in order to provide a general view of the state of knowledge in the contractor selection topic as well as a close review of its impacts on the construction area of Saudi Arabia. In the conducted interviews, the interviewee were given the opportunity to talk freely about their experiences and believes. A fourteen key persons, representing public owners and construction contractors, with an average of fifteen-year experience were interviewed. The interviewees consist of decision makers and practitioners as the following: (1) from semi-government companies; three general bid evaluation practitioners, two technical prequalification practitioners, one contract manager, and two project managers, (2) Two contract managers from government departments, (3) one contract manager from a private company, and (4) three decision makers from construction contractors.

II. CONTRACTOR SELECTION APPROACHES AND STRATEGIES

There are different approaches in contractor selection and for each approach there are different strategies. However, in this paper we are focusing on the strategies of the competitive bidding approach.

A. Negotiation Approach

The negotiation approach usually deals with single source contractor who becomes alone in a particular job or marked by special characteristics. Since it does not concern with competition, project cost is perceived to be higher by 5% [16]. Beside costs, owners sometimes lack the control of finance aspects; however, Griffith says that problem can be dispelled by a close relationship with a consultant and an implementation of an audited program [17]. In negotiation approach, private managers are more flexible than public managers. A good relationship may be enough justification to keep working with a contractor. However, public managers in Saudi Arabia said they have to show a strong justification for resorting to negotiation approach. Emergency case, for example, is usually enough justification. Project risk is another one to justify the approach especially when it becomes very high, requiring contractor to be highly responsible.
B. Competitive Bidding Approach

1. One Step, No Qualification, and Single Criterion Decision Making Strategy (Low Bid Method / Open Tender)

Griffith gives a good historical description about the starting point of open tendering which was in America in the mid of nineteenth century when it was accepted for competitive bidding [17]. The goal was to secure public expenditures from any corruptions besides achieving the low costs. The awarding is restricted merely to the lowest price just to reach the highest competition without a real account to quality. The same strategy is followed at the government and some of semi government agencies in Saudi Arabia but with reliance on a classification issued from a specific government agency under the Ministry of Municipal and Rural Affairs which regulates contracting works to protect the public. Its main task is to classify contractors, by conducting financial and technical evaluation, into different fields; each one is classified farther into different degrees according to contractor financial limits. If contractor passes, he would get a Governmental Contractor Classification (GCC) which is admitted as an official license to practice construction works [13], [15], [18]-[20]. However, the investigations reveal that open tender without owner's prequalification leads to many problems. At the construction level, it wastes contractor resources and let low bidders prevail leading to many disputes. While at the project level, it leads to schedule delays, cost overruns, and bad quality. Any one of them may lead to a failure or contractor bankruptcy.

2. Two Steps, Prequalification, and Single Criterion Decision Making Strategy (Selective Tendering)

Selective tendering strategy was introduced in United Kingdom since 1959 to solve the problems of open tender by choosing contractors on selective basis according to their prequalification. Failure and lack of success is solved by selecting a contractor who is responsible to do the job. This responsibility will be guaranteed if he is prequalified. Fig.1 illustrates this concept.

![Fig.1 Prequalification and Project Success](image)

The selection in this strategy is performed in two steps; prequalification and bidding. Prequalification is carried out as a passing point for contractors to reach bidding. It ends in a binary decision either contractor is qualified or not. The strategy, by this way, eliminates unqualified contractors to assure owners that only contractors who have certain level of quality will participate [3], [17]. Qualification is the act of qualifying something according to its ability and quality needed to perform a job [21]. Russel defines prequalification as a process of screening candidates prior to issuing the complete project plans and specifications [3]. Prequalification can be conducted in specific or general. The first one is extensive, for a specific project, fitting contractor portfolio. The second one is less extensive, for a specific type of projects, fitting contractor maximum capacity calculated for a period of time. However, project characteristics in general evaluation are not as highly achieved as in specific evaluation but at least the effort and cost are reasonably accepted. Another disadvantage is the general vagueness exists in general evaluation [3], [17].

The objective of this strategy couldn't be achieved unless prequalification is effective depending mainly on evaluation model and criteria. A model based on fuzzy theory and decision-making analysis was proposed by Yewei, Xiangtian, and Shouyu to assist prequalification process, which was split into two steps; filtration and in detailed multi criteria evaluation [22]. The model criteria, developed by Holt et al [23], are; past performance, past experience, management resources, financial considerations, and contractor's organization. Each one is divided further into sub criteria. The relative importance and the evaluation of contractors are assessed by paired comparison method [24], expressed in fuzzy numbers [25], and aggregated together to calculate the final evaluation scores. Finally, contractors are ranked by using four different methods; FNR method, fuzzy TOPSIS method, fuzzy number weight center method, and simple defuzzification method.

However, Griffith gave a good criticism against selective tendering including; costs, increase in bid prices due to reduction in competition, and insufficient use of criteria [17]. In fact, first and second critiques are not big deals while the third one is the core of criticism. Juselskis and Russel came up with a general consensus among professionals in their survey [26]. They experienced a significant increase in actual project cost when owner had not conducted prequalification. When it had been conducted only small increase was found. The good saving between the two cases is in front of a small investment in prequalification equals by average to 1% [3]. For criteria, we agree that lack of developing right criteria or tailoring them to actual needs are the main reasons behind project problems.

In Saudi Arabia, governmental agencies still rely on price criterion alone without a real resorting to prequalification process [20]. Instead of owner's prequalification, they are satisfied with GCC classification. But there is an argument about GCC whether or not it is enough for qualifying contractors. Baqais argued against the exclusive use of GCC and said it doesn't replace owner's prequalification but instead it can be used as an integral part to prequalification [19]. With respect to private and semi government companies, they follow selective strategy by using their own prequalification beside GCC classification. Alsugair and Abuthnain have studied contractor's performance for those who were awarded projects based on GCC alone and those who were awarded
projects based on GCC and owner's prequalification [20]. They concluded that GCC alone does not reflect the contractor capabilities but if it is used along with prequalification, contractors are likely to success. However, the investigations emphasized that there is a problem even with implementing prequalification. Many of semi-government interviewees argued that prequalification is not as same as it should be. Bubshait and Al-Gobali found in their research few of semi government and private organizations in Saudi Arabia (15%) show a better understanding (70% - 91%) of evaluation criteria [13]. There was almost a semi absent involvement for previous records of safety, performance, and disputes.

3. One Step, Postqualification Strategy

Reference [3] explains that contractor selection can be achieved through postqualification; an evaluation of contractors after receiving their bids. The evaluators start evaluating the lowest bidder. If he is not qualified, they move to the next one until the tender is settled. However, the settlement is usually delayed especially when the lowest bidder is not qualified. This approach was proposed by AlSugair in a framework developed for Saudi owners to evaluate bidders after receiving their bids [18]. However, the interviewed contractors in our investigation criticized the lowest bidder rejection, saying if puts contractor in an embarrassing situation and wastes his resources as well. Sirajaddin and Bajaber [2] showed some cases of this rejection in Saudi Arabia leading to an extensive litigation and an adversarial relationship. In my opinion, postqualification would not improve competition and, also, the intentions for corruption would be always a matter of suspicion.

4. Two Steps, Prequalification, and Multi Criteria Decision Making Strategy

The following example gives some insight into the concept of multi criteria decision making, which is logic to establish an adequate climate for project success. Suppose that two contractors pass a prequalification process and reach into a bidding stage. Both are qualified according to the selective strategy. As per Table (II), contractor A is the winner since he is the lowest bidder. If contractor B is much more qualified and his price is slightly higher, choosing contractor A is contrary to the logic sound which prefers choosing contractor B. This premise, in fact, explains that multi criteria selection is not only a logic sound but also would establish an adequate climate for solving the problem statement of this research. According to this strategy, different models have been proposed such as multi-attribute utility model, dimensional weighing method, performance assessment scoring system, and analytical hierarchy process (AHP). Singh and Tiong develop a contractor selection framework based on multi criteria decision making and, also, fuzzy technique, which is suitable to overcome uncertainties associated with judgment [27]. The main decision criteria consist of; tender price, past performance, and performance potential. The performance potential, in return, depends on; financial soundness, managerial capability, and technical competence. The criteria are weighted by using fuzzy terms which converted into fuzzy numbers, averaged, defuzzified, and normalized. Contractors are rated for the each criterion by using the same fuzzy technique with the exception of price criterion in which contractors are rated by dividing the bid price by the estimation. The evaluation score for each contractor is calculated by using simple additive weighting method. The final decision score for each contractor is aggregated. Finally, contractors are ranked based on their final aggregated scores.

However, most of Saudi organizations don’t award projects based on multi criteria decision, instead, they decide on price criterion alone [13], [18], [19]. Moreover, very few researchers have been conducted to deal with multi criteria situation in Saudi Arabia, but they receive a considerable critique. For example, AlSugair developed a framework for Saudi owners based on multi criteria decision making to evaluate bidders and their bids after bid opening [18]. The framework makes a decision based on three types of factor. The first type evaluates the bid documents such as arithmetic mistakes, financial reservation, aware of bid documents, and unsealed pages. The second type evaluates bidder potentials such as accomplishment capability, neglecting duties, financial capability, and contractor capital. However, there is a mix between evaluating bidders and evaluating bid documents which are not same and, hence, should be taken independently. The third type factors, like Zakah clearance and bonds, are not for evaluation but, instead, they are necessary requirements to participate in a bidding stage. Accordingly, most of Saudi researchers and practitioners agreed to call for investigating the current situation.

C. Third Party Approach

Surety companies are available entities that can share responsibility with contractors in front of owners. For this reason, they conduct an evaluation of contractors against some fees, with an average equals to 1.05% of the total project costs [3]. They conduct this evaluation to be sure that contractor is unlikely to fail so they can, as a third party, guarantee owners the payment of additional funds in case the contractor really fails. Some of public owners in USA used to resort to surety companies alone, who can pay a maximum liability reaching to 100% of the contract amount [3]. Although Surety Company is necessary to guarantee owners a successful project completion, they could not focus at project level as owners can do. They are the best one to provide a thorough financial analysis because they are more close to contractor financial data. Therefore, third party guarantee alone is not enough to avoid failure even if it reaches 100%. The only way

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bidder</th>
<th>Responsibility According to Prequalification Mechanism</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bidder A</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bidder B</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II COMPETITIVE BIDDING RESULTS ACCORDING TO SELECTIVE TENDERING APPROACH
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to avoid such failure is through owner’s evaluation beside surety companies.

In Saudi Arabia, there is a contribution of commercial banks in the contractor selection with an exception of some special administrations. For example, the General Directorate of Military Works of Saudi Armed Forces don’t require bank guarantee for signing their contracts. Their policy is to retain risk rather than transferring it to a third party [4]. However, this contribution is extremely little when comparing with USA. In Saudi Arabia, the maximum liability of the performance guarantee does not exceed 5% of the contract amount for government projects and 10% for semi-government projects [28] while in USA it reaches 100% of contract amount. Therefore, the evaluation effort carried out by Saudi bank is quite small as same as their little contribution in financial guarantee.

III. SELECTION STRATEGIES ACCORDING TO OWNER CHARACTERISTICS

All practitioners emphasized that public and private owners have one ultimate goal, to find an appropriate contractor who can perform the job without any failure and, at the same time, can achieve the required success. This goal, in my opinion, can be achieved with the following objectives: (1) contractor must be competent by giving owners the best worth of their invested money. (2) Contractor must be responsible to do the job.

The best worth of money can be achieved through competition, while responsibility can be measured through qualification. Competition is exclusive to the lowest price in the viewpoint of public owners because not only they want to achieve the best worth of money but also they want to save it from any corruption. This is why public owners usually resort to the lowest price strategy while private owners neither do. On the other side, owners have certain characteristics that can be represented by project risks and ownership type [29]. These characteristics, in fact, have strong impact on owner objectives and selection strategies.

Table (III) shows the owner objectives and selection strategies according to their characteristics. If project risk becomes very low, then the competition, for all owners, is at the highest level while the responsibility is not. The suitable approach is through the competitive bidding approach with open tender strategy. As far as the risk becomes very high, the responsibility, for all owners, will be at the highest level while the competition is not. There will be one approach (single source approach with negotiation strategy) because the situation here is critical and the objective is more focused on responsibility. However, if the risk falls down in between, then several strategies are available based on the ownership characteristic as shown in Table (III).

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Contractor selection in Saudi Arabia is a very important issue because (1) Saudi Arabia has been experiencing a large construction boom. (2) The construction industry, due to its special nature, is exposed to a number of risks. (3) Contractor is the first one who encounters these risks. If he could not get over them, he would fails and nobody would benefit. This in fact brings to our mind the importance of early preparations before selecting contractors. The main reasons call for investigating the contractor selection in Saudi Arabia are: (1) the large number of defaults in construction projects. Although there was no exact statistics, a sample conducted by Makah province principality, shows that projects defaulted and failed in 18% of the government projects. These defaults might be avoided if owners could have avoided those contractors who are likely to default. (2) The large number of disputes and claims in construction projects. Project disputes increased twofold in the execution period with a responsibility distributed equally between contractors and owners. The contractor large contribution brings a question about selection credibility. (3) The extension of the GATT Agreement into construction industry. The challenge of foreigner participation is looming in Saudi horizon, calling to revise contractor selection according to the international standards. (4) The few number of researches conducted and the considerable critiques they receive.

Researchers, practitioners, and the participants of the Jeddah (2012) symposium about defaulted projects called to revise the current situation of the selection criteria and strategies in Saudi Arabia according to the international...
standards. As a response, this research is conducted to review the contractor selection strategies as an integral part of an undergoing PhD dissertation to develop a contractor selection model. Although the current investigations represent different project partners, the researchers are going to extend the field investigations to cover a wide range basis. The competition for selecting a contractor in the construction industry of Saudi Arabia is based on price criterion without a best practice of qualification and selection. This is not perfect and considered as a reason behind the appearance of unqualified contractors, who might be behind defaults and failures that damaging all partners. To form a contractor selection strategy, there are many techniques can be used. For example, multi criteria is a good technique to reach an optimum decision. It is not only a logic sound but also would establish an adequate climate for the selection process. Prequalification and postqualification are another techniques used with multi criteria evaluation to assess the contractor responsibility. We recommend prequalification because postqualification may delay the awarding or reject the lowest bidder leading to an adversarial relationship. Secondly, postqualification is urgent while prequalification is not. Selecting contractor in a competition is a critical decision i.e. urgent in time and sensitive in nature. Any misunderstanding may lead to a problematic situation. Therefore, evaluation process should be moved as much early as possible before selection process in a time which is not urgent and a case which is not sensitive. Finally, prequalification is more appropriate to protect the public owners from corruption. The disadvantage of using prequalification is presented in the ambiguities and incomplete information inherited in the process. This disadvantage can be mastered through using fuzzy techniques. Third party guarantee is another technique to assess the contractor responsibility. It is more oriented to contractor financial aspects than project issues. Therefore, it is recommended to be used along with owner evaluation.
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